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The robustness of a complex supply network

THE SETTING

Complex production: many steps, each with several essential
inputs.

– E.g. for an airplane these include brakes and computers.

– Brakes and computers also made of many produced inputs

Specific sourcing: important inputs are custom-produced/delivered.

– Firms are reliant not just on the general availability of an
input, but other specific firms functioning and delivering.

– Supply relationships are prone to disruption, so firms
multisource.
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QUESTIONS AND FINDINGS

Question: how robust is such a network
to aggregate shocks?

– Shock probability of links working.

– Why? Congested ports, conflicts,
policy changes.

– Is investment in robustness
efficient?

– Many supply chains suddenly
freeze.

– Not just a possibility: a natural
endogenous outcome due to firms’
optimization.

– Inefficient.
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– In normal times, the company is behind in filling perhaps 1 percent of its customers’ orders. On a recent
morning, it could not complete a tenth of its orders because it was waiting for supplies to arrive. The
company could not secure enough of a specialized resin that it sells to manufacturers that make
construction materials. The American supplier of the resin was itself lacking one element that it purchases
from a petrochemical plant in China. One of Mr. Romano’s regular customers, a paint manufacturer, was
holding off on ordering chemicals because it could not locate enough of the metal cans it uses to ship its
finished product. “It all cascades,” Mr. Romano said. “It’s just a mess.”

– Simply expanding warehouses may not provide the fix... Product lines are increasingly customized. The
ability to predict what inventory you should keep is harder and harder.
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MOTIVATION AND CONTEXT

Several recent policy discussions center on the reaction
of supply networks to shocks.

– Mid-2021 shipping network stress affected most
supply networks, with arguably severe
consequences.

– Sanctions and policies such as Brexit disrupt
many business relationships.

Economics literature on large-scale implications of pro-
duction networks.

– First wave: e.g., Gabaix (2011), Acemoglu,
Carvalho, Ozdaglar, and Tahbaz-Salehi (2012)
focused on central sectors/firms

– Second wave: Baqaee and Farhi (2019, 2020)
interested in nonlinearities and complementarities
(Jones 2011). Models are smooth. More

APPROACH & THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTION

Substantial empirical evidence that firms are severely
affected by supply disruptions More

– Barrot and Sauvagnat (2016), Huneeus (2018),
Carvalho et al. (2020), Elliott and Golub
(“Networks and Economic Fragility” ARE 2022).

Consider a standard model of a production network,
but let links fail (for a time), which is new.

– Analogous to percolation models in information
(e.g., Sadler 2020), financial contagions (e.g.,
Elliott et al. 2014).

– Can build on network theory tools developed in
applied math: e.g., Buldyrev et al. (2010), Dodds
and Watts (2004)

Model agents (firms) endogenously investing in their
links. Interesting mechanics and welfare issues.
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The supply network upstream of one firm

A SINGLE SUPPLY TREE

Small firms have supply relationships to other small firms.

Typical firm needs to procure several inputs to produce.

– Has multiple potential sources of each input. Each
link works with probability x, independently.

– Its suppliers are in the same situation (but one step
less deep).

– Some firms (the most upstream) can buy their
inputs off-the shelf.
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Model basics Example

I finite set of products (i) {a, b, c, . . . }

F =
⋃

i Fi
continuum of small, specialized firms producing
differentiated varieties

a.1 has i = a, f = .1

I(i) ⊆ F essential inputs of i ∈ F I(a) = {b, c}

d(if) ∈ N depth of variety if supply network d(a.1) = 2

µ ∈ ∆(N) distribution of depths Poisson(τ)

Potential supply network G′

A graph on the set of all firms: nodes F
directed links E ′

We will specify the distribution of this random graph in a highly symmetric case that will be the focus of this talk.

Recall d(if) is how many levels of customized production are needed to produce if .

– Each firm needs m distinct inputs.

– If its depth is d(if) > 0, it draws n potential depth-(d− 1) suppliers for each required input (atomlessly).

– If depth d(if) = 0, firm if needs no specific sourcing.

Realized supply network G: links in G′ are operational independently with probability x.
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independently.
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Network formation: Endogenous choice of x

MODEL

We now let each firm choose the strength of its links.
(Interpretation: investing in relational contracts.)

– Simultaneously, each firm chooses a
non-contractable relationship strength investment
xif before supply network is realized.

– All of the firm’s links work with probability xif .

– This costs c(xif ) up front, where c satisfies
standard conditions.

If the firm produces, it earns gross profit κg(ρi), where

– ρi is competitor reliability and

– g is decreasing

– κ is a productivity shifter

More

QUESTION AND KEY NOTIONS
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If relationship strengths are chosen efficiently, will
the supply network be on the precipice?

– No: very small improvements in reliability
have arbitrarily large marginal returns.

When relationship strengths are chosen in
equilibrium, will the supply network be on the
precipice?
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Equilibrium definition

For a given κ, we say an outcome x ∈ [0, 1] is a symmetric undominated equilibrium (SUE) if

[each firm is optimizing]: for gross profits κg(ρ), the investment level xif = x for all firms if is a
Nash equilibrium of the investment game . . .(

i.e., x maximizes κg(ρ)Pi functions(xif ;x)− c(xif )

)

. . . that maximizes total surplus among the symmetric Nash equilibria. [efficient selection]

We will focus on these.
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When supply networks are sufficiently deep, there is
an interval [κ, κ̄] so that for κ in that interval, the
(undominated) equilibrium x is fragile:

An arbitrarily small shock reducing all relationship
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Concluding thoughts

WHAT’S THE MARKET FAILURE?

x is analogous to a search effort. Firms’ search
effort benefits others, but is not contractable.

Of course, firms are rewarded with gross profits
for producing, but that is generally not enough.

– Markets do not give them all their
incremental contribution to social surplus
in expectation.

Do contracts become complete enough for ev-
erything to be efficient? Probably not. (Ace-
moglu, Ozdaglar, Tabhaz Salehi 2015).

Equilibrium forces can countervail subsidies.

SUMMARY

A force for drastically amplifying correlated shocks to “link
technology”.

– Global shock to institutions/transaction technologies x.
– Drop all the way to zero? No need: more heterogenous

models will have more interesting shapes, but always
some steep drops.

– Could also embed in more traditional macro models.

Notes on methods, proofs, related ideas

– Smooth choices (continuum population): Endogenize
probabilities, not links!

– “Sudden” changes in equilibrium set related to
bifurcation theory, esp. for heterogeneous network
analysis.

More

Companion piece: Elliott and Golub “Networks and
Economic Fragility” (ARE 2022). Underlying facts, survey of
“extensive margin” forces in production networks.
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Model: Investment game
Investment game: simultaneously, each firm if ∈ F , makes investment xif ∈ [0, 1] (probability each
of its potential sourcing relationships work)

We’ll study symmetric equilibria (xif = x for all if ∈ F)

Timing:
▶ Firms invest before the potential supply network is realized
▶ Functional firms are determined and production occurs

Firms’ profits (can be microfounded) are written as:

Πif = κg(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
gross profit

P (xif ;x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
prob. functional

− c(xif )︸ ︷︷ ︸
investment cost

▶ P (xif ;x) – probability of producing when others play x
▶ c convex, increasing, Inada
▶ g(x) decreasing in x

Which investment levels can occur in equilibrium?
Back
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Our contribution: Possible concern—might actions that mitigate supply risks endogenously dampen
the complementarities. We show they don’t.
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Examples of idiosyncratic disruptions

Fire at Philips Semiconductor halted production, preventing Ericsson from sourcing critical inputs,
causing its production to also stop. Ericsson lost > $100M in sales, subsequently exited mobile phone
business (Norrman and Jansson, 2004).

Two strikes at General Motors parts plants in 1998 led 100 other parts plants, and then 26 assembly
plants, to shut down, reducing GM’s earnings by > $2.8B (Snyder et al. 2016).

“It is tempting to think of supply chain disruptions as rare events. However, although a given type of
disruption (earthquake, fire, strike) may occur very infrequently, the large number of possible disruption
causes, coupled with the vast scale of modern supply chains, makes the likelihood that some disruption
will strike a given supply chain in a given year quite high.” (Supply Chain Quarterly, 2018)

Resilinc found 1,069 supply chain disruption events globally during a six-month period in 2018.
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Heterogeneous supply network

No longer take the product network to be regular.

Now |Ii| has arbitrary cardinality mi.

No longer take number of potential suppliers to be regular.

Now a different number nij ≥ 1 of potential suppliers of product j for producers of product i.

No longer take link strength to be uniform

Firm if chooses how much effort to exert sourcing each input.

Proposition

Suppose all complexities mi ≥ 2. Let xif,j = Xij(ξ), where Xij : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a strictly increasing C1 onto
function and ξ is an economywide parameter (e.g., institutional quality). There is a critical ξcrit such that
limτ→∞ ρ(ξ,∞) = 0 for all ξ < ξcrit and limτ→∞ ρ(ξ,∞) > rcrit > 0 for all ξ > ξcrit.
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